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ELEVATOR SLIPS
By Dhyana Ziegler
�n Wednesday, February 25th at ap�
proxnnately 11 AM, students riding down
on the elevator from the 18th and 20th
floors were startled when the elevator slipped past the first floor and stopped in the
·
basement.
"It was just one of those freakish accidents," says Charlie Capo, the elevator
starter. The cause of the elevator slipping
from the first floor to the basement was due
to an elevator overload. There were no
casualties reported, but the elevator had to
be held up until it was inspected by the
Millar Company who makes the' elevators.
The elevator weight capacity is 3500 lbs.

and it tested out at a capacity ·of 6000 lbs.
according to Capo.
Bernard Falkowitz, Manager of the
buiilding said, ''There is a constant over
load on these elevators. The m�um
amount of people ridi ng the elevators
should be 24 and 30 to 35 people have been
known to jam on.the elevators."
. · Although there is an automatic locking
of br;lkes, it is difficult to determine why
the elevator slipped, except for the
overload.
Students should : take special note
when riding the elevators in the 360 build
ing and stick to the 24· maximum capacity.

Security tips From
the Security Director

Long elevator lines contribute to elevat�r overcrowding

E.S.S.A. Conducts
New Business

By Phillip McConnell

At their last meeting held on Tuesday,

· cafeteria prices are not one �nny higher
than was stated in the original contract

March 3rd, 1981, the Evening Session Stu� agreement. All incidents of undercharging
By Dhyana Ziegler·
· 8. Be cautious-so you w:on't become a dent Assembly conducted its business be- or overpricing were br,:mght to the owners
New measure!3 are being takeµ to help,
crime statistic.
fore.an assembly filled with new business. attention.
Security measures were discussed in
improYe Barne.h's security system. -Major 9. Be securityaconscious-watch out for.
At the outset ofthe pieeting, E.S:S.A.
thefts and assaults, against students.and
others and-their property.
attendance records were reviewed and a· reference to the recent wave of petty thefts
faculty, has forced security to develop a 10. Be
· responsible-report
all reference·was made to the E.S.S.A. con-' and acts of criminal mischief that have been
system of safety far and beyond the
crimes-actual,
attempted
or · stitution and by-laws regarding student happening at Baruch. A trial system of vis
suspected-to campus security. Know govei:npient-members missing more than ible I.D. cards is presently in the process of
exjsting one.
the security emergency number3111. two c;onsecutive meetings. One member being implemented. Also, the fact that
1i>uring the month Qf December alone,
According to Dillon, major t�efts .can who had missed two consecutive meetins evening fire drills were being held at 9:00
80 to 90 thefts occurred on the 9th floor of be contolled through one of two ways, in- .and had presented no form of an explana PM at a time when most of the students
the 26th street building, and during inter- ternally or externally. "You can control ef- tion ·was to be notified of his tardiness, and were out of the building was discussed as
cession a faculty member wa,-, assaulted fects that· external factors have through� .informed that if he continued in his being a makeshift attempt at solving the
with a gun.RichardDillon,DirectorofSec- awareness programs and controlling absence, he would be dropped from the . real problem
'A representative from the. Chinese
urity, says, "Students must use their com- ,access, and inter�y by public roster-as an E..S.S.A. member.
Club presented a proposal for a 465 dollar
awareness," saysDillon.
inol'\ sense when on campu�." _
subsidy
by the E.S.S.A. for a Chinese
Dillon.is �ng an effort to upgrade
Student cafeteria services. were
1. N�ver abandon your personal and re-structure the entire department. reviewed by Mr. Michael Edinger,. and ,in cultural festivalto be held on April 30 from
property-'if you lu!ve to leave tlie "Job functions are being described so that his presentation to the assembly it was 5-9 p. m. After careful deliberation it was
classroom, take it with you.
everyone knows what they're supposed ti> brought out that despite numerous comp properly motioned that $250 be ap
2. While walking to and from classes, do. I'm also sensitizing staff to the needs of laints of the cafeteria overchargi ng the stu propriated from the evening budget to help
evening students, especially female; the college--staff must be able to dialogue �ents, his investigatjon revealed that the
should walk in groups.
with people and give them the ·information
3. If you use locker rooms, lock · your they need-a positive attitude nt:eds to be
,locker or put a lock on your locker.
developed," says Dillon.
4. If you work in an office such as college
Besides the improving and upgrading
work/study, don't walk away'from' the of security.personnel, meetings are being
area and leave properties.
· held between administration and student
5. There's lots of traffic around Baruch leaders to discuss the implementation of a
· eyery hour-be aware of people around visible I.D. system. This would-mean that
you. If you get. Qumped or jostled, students would have to show their I.D.
:check your pocketbook, make a cards upon entering.a building or location
disturbance or yell, but be sure to get · at Baruch.
attention to yourself.
Many · solutions are presently being
6. Don't put bags down in the h'brary.
Several thefts occur because students discussed, but no final decisions have been
put down their bags to the left or right made. But students and faculty can make
of them and people pick them up in their own efforts ·to help deter crime by
passing. Keep your bags close to your following the safety tips 9utlined and re
member to be: .Alert, Cautious, Security
body so you can feel a motion.
7. Be alert-for suspicious characters and .Conscious, Responsible.
"Agood min� can·be your saving grace" · L-...:...--------------�--------------'
®,ngerous situations.

Dr. Juanita Howard
Associate Produ·cer
"I Remember Harlem" . . . pg. 3
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3rea sonsto
choose Education·.

by Bruce W. Tuckman
Dean, School of Education
Most {)fyou who read ·this are business
majors and understandably so because of
t�e job opportunities and the fine reputa
tion that Baruch has in this area. But I
think I can .convince many of you that you
may find something of interest and value in
ours, the smallest School at Baruch.
You may be interested in knowing that
New York City is in desperate need of
teachers. The "faucet" has been off for so
long that the "supply tank has run dry" and
now there is a critical shortage. This is
particularly true in the case of minorities
and persons who speak a language other
than English fluently.You may also be in
terested in knowing that if you take 12
�re_dits in Education, this plus your degree
IS likely
to earn you ail'immediate employ
me nt as a teacher at a current annual salary
_
of Just under $11,000. Next year it will go
up by 8%, and remember, it does not in
clude summers. Check it out! We have a 12
credit package of interesting Education
electives that you cari work into your total
college program and that will give you this
back-up career possibility when you
graduate. Ask Professor Alston (extension
4471) or Professor Robison (extension
3222) for details.
Here's another scoop from the School
of Education that you might find useful at
registration time when you are looking for
an elective course that you can enjoy and
that will teach you something you can
use. We offer two courses on Parent Education.. The first, Educating Young
Children at Home (EDU 1006), deals with
the intellectual and emotional development
1 of young children. That's a fancy way of
saying how to raise a child to be smart and
well-adjusted in today's crazy.world. It'll
help you pick the righ� toys, books and TV ·
programs for the toddlers
· you· have or hope
to have in the future.
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Then there's Parent Education for the
Elementary Years (EDU 1009) which picks
up where EDU 1006 leaves off: sending
your youngster to school. What can you as
a parent do to help make school a reward
ing experience for your child? This course
cov�rs a wide range of current parenting
top1�s su�h as single parenting, fatheririg,
��ily ':olence, adoption and helping
Jumors with their homework.

r

hope you're still reading because I
wou!dn't want you to miss my third flash.
The Physical and Health Education
Department (also a part of our School and
an important one) can offer you more than
just gym courses. For those of you
interested in sports administration (you
may want to buy a ball club or work for one)
we have two el,ective courses: Sport in
Modern Society and Critical Issues in
Sport. The first deals with sports activity
as part .of the sociology and psychology of
?ur modern culture while the second goes
mto t�e hot issues of violence, drugs,
_
_ salaries,
gambling, big
racism and sexism
in today's professional and even amateur
sports.
And if you're interested in fitness, diet
and exercise either for you own well-being
or for career possibilities in the growing
fitness/recreation industry, Physical Edu
cation offers the elective, Scientific Found
ations of Physical Activity. Learn how the
body works and how to make it work better
physiologically. Give yourself a stress test
and learn how to improve your endurance.
You'll need it' in the competitive business
world. And if you like these kinds of physi
cal education courses, Professor Peredo
(extension 3245) says we'll offer more of
them. Let him know if you're interested.
I guess when you're number 3 you
have to try hardest. Give us a chance to add
another dimension to your learning experiences here at Baruch. ·

''I RernernlJer
-�rlern''
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by Dhyana Ziegler

"Harlem is an American
legend. Extending north
for more than fifty blocks ·
above Neµ; York City's
most famous communi.:
ties. Along Harlem's major avenues live a quarter
of a million people, near
ly all of them black
though it has not alway;
been that way in the
area."
"Harlem· can be com
pared to a huge orches
tra,_ its players noted for
_
their gifted
ability to im
provise under pressure.
If New York City is the
big apple, this part ·of
town has always provid
ed much of itsflavor."

-fr<Ym "I Rernernber Harlem"
"Yes, I remember Harlem" says Dr. Juani
ta Howard, Sociology Department. "I was·
in Harlem Hospital and have lived in
- born
Harlem since I was three years old."
Dr. Howard was the Associate Pro
ducer with filmmaker William Miles in a
successful documentary entitled "I remem
ber HarJem" which was aired on WNET/
Thirteen on four consecutive nights from
February 1st to 4th and repeated on four
consecutive Saturdays during the month of
February, Black History Month.
The documentary tra�d Harlem from
its founding in the early 1600s until the
present. The purpose of the dqcmrientary,
according to Dr. Howard was to first-re-

member Harlem; second-to document a
significant and sociological documentation
of a community and how that community
se:"ed to nurture ma11y people; and
thll:d:--to show when people have oppor
tumties, the can live positive lives.
Dr. Howard met William Miles in 1977
at the New York Film Festival. Dr. How
ard continued the relationship and rented
William Miles film "Men Of Bro.nze" and
invited him to Baruch. The two of them
began to reminisce about Harlem and Wil
liam Miles asked her to work on the project
in th spri �g semester of 78.
'.;
I can t separate myself from all the
positive. things I know about Harlem," says
Dr. Howard. '.'So much money is needed to
put Harlem back. The architecture is
superb, but the restoring of the buildings is
needed," says Dr. Howard. "Specifically,
Harlem needs business of a significant na
ture; it needs another Blumsteins and
people need to work," she added.
Harlem is a community of pride and
honor· which shaped the lives of many
blacks and whites. Since this documentary
was aired,-people have begun to question
each other and wonder "what happened?"
The documentary also focuesed on how
many white familities started in Harlem
the blacks were living downtown and the
�bites uptown in Har,em. Presently, this
IS somewhat reversed, although, there are
many blacks and whites-trying to buy prop
erty in Harlem. "I don't think it will be the
same Harlem," says -D,r. Howard. "If
there's a wave of whites moving in, whre
will the blacks move? Will it be like it was in
the· 20s or the turn of the century-all
white," asked Dr. Howard? The point is
''who is going to live in Harlem."
''The situation reminds.me of Saturn,"
says Dt. Howard. "Things are happening
around the edges, but in the center there is
nothing happening. The ring is closing in on
the center and the center is disappearing,"
says Dr. Howard.

BARUCH SPRING UP SESSION

be researched and circulated to particip- 2. The Baruch Student-How does the
Baruch student perceive him/herself
ants well in advance of the group sessions.
in comparison to students attending
Each .group will include a faculty,
other CUNY branches, private
administrator, or alumni host and a repschools in the metropolitan area, and
resentative set of between nine and eleven
other persons from Baruch. Between 6 and
institutions outside of New York?
8 of these will be students representing the 3. The Value of Liberal Arts-How does
the study of liberal arts contribute to
leadership in the various governments,
clubs, athl,etics, and newspaper and radio.
the overall development and education
of the business student? Which courses
The students will contain a good ethnic,
are most appropriate for today's enviracial, and international mix. In most
ronment? Should the liberal arts major
groups the host will be responsible for leadtake a minor in business or certain bus:
ing and directing the discussion. One
iness. courses to help secure employperson in each group will act as recorder to
ment?
take down salient points from the discusEffectiveness-Which
Teaching
4.
sion. Some groups will submit topics at a
contribute to the perception
qualities
tentasuggested
later date. Some already
of an effective instructor? What contive topics, quite rough, from which more
cerns should have priority in comprecise and refined topics can be extracted,
municating course content? How does
includ!l the following:
one teach appropriately when faced
with a wide range of academic capa1. Business and Morality-What is the re
bilities?·
sponsibility the College or the faculty
to provide a moral framework for con
siderations of investments and corpo Project Objectives
�te practices, domestic and foreign, 1. To provide a setting for quality interac
Brief Description of Activities
tion among various populations in the
and the impact or consequences on
Information on topics selected, i.e.,
university community to the end of
peoples' lives?
from newspaper and �ne. articles will

The Dean of Students has just
released plans for a Baruch College Spring
Rap. Coordinated by Dr. Kirschner,
research coordinator for the office of the
dean of students, the Student Personnel
Services Department proposes a series of
interactions which include representatives
from various segments_ of the student
population, from administration, from fa
culty and staff, from alumni, and the
Baruch community. The interactions will
be held during the spring of 1981 in the
homes of volunteer faculty, administrators
and alumni. The interactions will take place
during a meal and will focus on the discus
sion of topics chosen communally by a ma
jority of participants because of their rele
vance to the entire Baruch community.
Group sizes will be between 10 and 12.
There will ideally be several groups (as
many as 5 meeting simultaneously in vari
ous areas of the city.) This activity will be
done one evening a week during the entire
month of April or May.

promoting student growth and de
velopment.
2. To provide quality activities that will
enhance interpersonal, social, and intercultural skills among students.
3. To provide topics of sufficient community.interest and intellectual content to
insure quality discussions.
To
provide an informal setting in which
4.
students will interact with successful,
achieving adults who � interested iri
student success and achievement.

The dean's office is asking that all sug
gestions for topics originate from a concern
based on the problems affecting the Baruch
community. P_Jans are now being
developed for the implementation of this
project and all faculty, alumni, students,
and administrators are asked to partici
pate. Any faculty, administrators, or
alumnae who volunteer to serve as host or
hostesses will be reimbursed for meal
expenditures.
For further information or confirma
tion please call the Dean of Students office
or contact Dr. Kirschner at your earliest
convenience.
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Stud•nt Comm•�tary
With !3aruch College rapidly becom
ing the best overall scholastic institution in
the City University system, certain pro
gressive measures have to be enacted OI} a,
rate·.commensurate to the growth of the
college itself.
No longer can there be any. half
hearted attempts made to appease the stu
dents here, when satisfaction is waiting
just-around the corner hiding behind a
shadow of obsolete policy implementation.
It is time for the grievances that ·have re
mained unresolved to be given serious con
sideration expecially when they impede the
progress of both administration and
student.
"It's the hinge that squeaks that gets
. the grease," and this saying holds true at
Baruch for it seems as though as capable
and competent as the Baruch faculty, ad
ministrators, .and students are, they
always wait until some situation has
reached the state of crisis to•act. Baruch's
hinges have been squeaking for a long time

now and it seems as if finally there will be
some attempt to attend to. its cries and
pleas for attention.
For so long Baruch w.as plagued by a
wave of petty tl)efts and criminal mischief,
but recently after several articles appeared
in the student papers highlighting these
incidents, steps have been taken·to insure
that these occurences do not happen OI} so
- frequent a basis.
Also, for a period of time that
extended over four academic semesters,
Baruch's· evening. community was plagued
by a disease of chronic apathy as to what
happened in the evening session
extra-currieular activities. Well after care
ful examination of this stituation, recent
developments that have appeared on the
horizon have provided sufficient evidence
that the lingering disease of indifference is
slowly being treated with steady doses of
student participation and is on.its way to a
speedy recovery.

Address all mail to:

The Reporter.

Published bi•weekl)I during the school year, .excep1 during hohday and exam
.
periods. by lhe Publications Association of the Evening Session_. The Bernard M.
Baruch Colteg'e. City Uiiivers,ty of New York. EcUtoriiJI opm,ons are lhe vteW$ ol
the wutef'lSI and do not necessarily represent those of the College or the Univers,.
ly.

46 East 26th Street
(26th Street Center)
New York, New York 1001 O
Office location: Rm. 521
Office hours: 5 to 8 pm
Monday thru Thursday
Telephone: (212) 725-7297

Open letter to Dr. Segall:

Thank you for your letter of January
30, 1981 in which' you responded to my com
plaint outlined in my letter to _you dated
January 27th, the gist of which is re
iterated in the paragraph that follows:
Recently, I encountered a problem be
cause grade reports for courses taken dur
ing the fall semester were not available
prior to registration for the spring semes
ter. I immediately brought the matter to
vour attention Dr. Segall beca.use it was
imperative for me to provide proof of suc
cessful completion of courses taken in or.der
to qualify for reimbursement from my em
ployer. This would allow me to finance the
cost of the spring semester courses. I
sincerely appreciated the expediency in
which my individual situation was handled.
'However, in my opinion, the excuses
�ited in Dr. Segall's letter are not justified
because 1) I had to experience this diffi
�ulty to learn that Baruch will defer tuition
md 2) it is inexcusable that an established
.nstitution such as Baruch has not de
veloped a more viable and efficient method
)f servicing its students by providing them
with pertinent and relevant information in
a more timely· fashion.
Sincerely,
Flora N. Daniels

Phillip McConnell ............... Ed_itor;in-Chief
Dhyana Ziegler ................. Managing Editor
Contributing Writers:

Chris Sangster
Fasina Baptiste
Patricia Kerr

Photo Editor: Michael Gaynor
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The Black Man's g.uide .to ma:king mon9y
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by Fasina BaptiSte
On Thursday, February 26th, the
lobby outside the auditorium in the 23rd
Street building was congested with students who had come to avail themselves of
free literature and information which was
offered at the Human Sexuality Fair from
12:00-2:00 P.M.
The event, sponsored jointly by Helpline and the Women's Center had the support and participation of two outside community service organizations, the Eastern
Women's Center and The Door, which attracted a variety of Baruchians, mostly
femalfl.
The Women's Center, whose stated
purpose is "to develop an awareness of the
special problems confronting women in our
society," supplies the Baruch student body
with services and referrals pertinent to
academic, as well as personal needs. The
President,
organization's
Sheila
Bradenberg, was asked if there is a demand for the services offered by the Women's Center and responded that there has
been only minimal response from the student populaton so far. With approximately
six active members the Women's Center
plans to conduct a survey to determine the
need for the continuation of such an organi
zation on campus.
Ilene Cooper, Director of Community
Affairs at the Eastern Women's Center,
participatect at the Human Sexuality Fair
with an audio-visual presentation of three
popular birth control devices, the 1.U.D.,
the Diaphram and the Pill. Ms. Cooper ex-
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testing for pregnancy, abortion and. birth
control. She said that most of their clientele
are women without regular doctors, and
_ students. Ms. Cooper emphasized the fact
that the Eastern Women's Center is staffed
with three female physicians and three
nurse-practicioners who are more patient
counseling oriented than symptom
treatment oriented. This approach, Ms.
Cooper stressed, facilitates the total well
being of the women who come to the
Eastern Women's Center for counseling
and services.
The most comprehensive of the groups
represented at the Human Sexuality Fair
was The Door, a non-profit, adolescent
center which caters to the needs of youth
between the ages of 12-19 years old.
In addition to offering free gynecologi
cal, pre-natal and post-natal pregnancy
care to young women, The Door also Qffe1;1
vocational and legal counseling; they work
closly with runaways and police, providing
counseling as to legal alternatives in cases
of rape, child abuse, etc. Family Planning
Counselor Nancy Garcia said that The
Door's staff of approJdmately 100 is diver
sified, thus increasing The Door's ability to
provide a wide variety of quality·services.
In addition to those services already men
tioned, The Door, which is located on 18th
Street and 6th Avenue, also houses an edu
cation department which has developed a
relationship with a number of high schools.
This relationship has become the vehicle
whereby young people may take classes at
·The Door and receive credit towards com
pletion of Jr. high School, High School er
General Equivalency Diploma require
ments. Moreover, The Door offers an ex
tensive drug and alcohol program, psych- .
iatric counseling, nutrition counseling, vac
cinations, lab testing and free meals night
ly, all for free.

by Phyllis Bowdwin
Deep in debt? Can't make ends meet?
Inflation shrinking your savings? George
Trower Subira, a former history professor,
offers some sound advice to guide you from
poverty to prosperity in his new book
Black Folks' Guide to Making Big Mqney
in America.
Writing from a black perspective, this
warm, witty revolutio nary tempers the
harsh reality of the economic status of
blacks in America with viable options: "Although more than $120 million passes
through Blacks' hands every year, the majority of Blacks are still asset and·resource
poor," he says. "The problem of lack of cash
· affects blacks on a large scale. ...Most
Blacks folks will own, occupy and COf\trol
more square fQOtage of ground when dead
and buried· in their grave than they will
while they are alive."
.
Mr. Subira charges that other how-tomake-money books are indadequate
because "they assume the reader owns his
own home, has a good, steady job with a
future, is happily married, and has readyaccess to credit." His book. takes the opposite tact, assuming none of this. In a deceptively, folksy, downcio-earth style, he
takes the mystique out of fortune building

by breaking down sophisticated financial
concepts.
"I want you to un\ferstand that there are
many books on the/ market discussing
Black capitalism, Black business, the
economics of the ghetto, etc. But there has
been no book, up to this point ever written
for Mr. Average Black Man or Woman to
read, study, and use to build a comfortable,
safe secure life for himself and his family.
And that, my .friend is exactly why this
book.was written."
In discussing what is holding Black
folks back, he touches briefly on racism,
lumping it together with the price of oil and
"other natural disasters." He dismisses racism as an external factor over which
blacks have little control. He focuses instead on identifying internal factors, some
of which are psychological, that Blacks
must control in their fortune-building
struggle.
Citing a '.'good job" as being one of the
internal factors blocking future fortune
builders, Subira goes on to put "the job" in
perspective: "The ·traditional corporate
ladder is usually a dead end for Blacks because promises of advancement are vague
and usually reneged upon." He does not

advocate that all Blacks run out and quit
their jobs tomorrow, however. He)
suggests instead that Blacks acknowledge
their limitations in the corporate structure,
and use the money earned on the job to·
build a strong economic base he outlines ·
steps to do just that.
Some unique examples of creative
fortune building are furnished in his chapter ''Working Fa-Ya Damn Self."
In ·an intriguing chapter devoted to
the Black woman the author discusses her
problems. He also touches on the "man
shortage" and what not to do about it.
This interdisciplinary primer, packed
· with innovative ideas, is not designed to
collect dust on a bookshelf. It is a working
manual with valid action plans that.can be
implemented today.
The 184 page book is available in 42
college bookstores .nationwide, and can
currently be obtained for $11.00 from
Barnes & Noble bookstore on Fifth Avenue
and 18th Street, or by writing- to th�
author/publisher: ,.
Georg� Trower-S11bira
Very Serious Business Enterprises
P.0. Box 356
Newark, New Jersey 07101

A Study of Adolescent .suicide

Suicide constitutes the third leading
cause of death among adolescents. The pre
sent adolescent suicide rate is about twice
as high as it was ten years ago. Psycholo
gist Carl L. Tishler, Ph.D., of Children's
Hospital, Colwnbus, Ohio, reports, '"n:en
agers are killing themselves by hangmg,
explosives, car accidents, and firearms, al
though overdose is the most common."
What factors constitute this alarming
increase in adolescent suicide? Dr: Tishler
says that troubles within the family seem
to dominate attempters' problems, induc
ing tremendous stress within the adoles
cent.. Tishler notes that attempters' prob
lems are frequently related to family dys
function-instabilty, excessive mobility,
economic insecurity, and parental role
failure. The death or chronic illness of a
loved-one (even a pet� or the anniversary of
such an event can also prompt a suicide
attempt.
With colleague Patrick McKenry,
Ph.D., Tishler studied 46 adolescents (and
their parents) who were treated for at
tempted suicides p�tween 1978 to 1980.

The purpose of their study was to explore
the relationship between adolescent sui
cide and parental depression, parental low
self-esteem, and parental suicidal be
havior. Using the Hopkins Symptoms
Checklist, the Rosenberg Self-Concept
Scale, and the Spanier Dyadic Adjustment
Test in addition to standard interview
questions pertinent to the parent-child re
lationship, Tishler and McKenry compared
the 46 attempters to a control group of 46
non-suicidal adolescents.
Overall, the suicide-prone adolescents
and their families seemed to be more depressed and the fathers, when compared to
the control group, were significantly more
depressed and anxious. The attempters'
fathers demonstrated low self-esteem; the
attempters' mothers thought about suicide
more often than their spouses and the control group. Their findings, additionally, indicated that the attempters' parents drank
more alcohol.
In another recent study, Tishler classified the 46 suicide attempters, according
to the methods they used, as either high, -

medium, or low risk. An adolescent who
took a non-lethal dose of pills was cate
gorized as a low risk, wheras a rnediwn
risk adolescent :ittempted suicide more
than once and had a history of behavorial
problems. Violent pr lethal methods cou
pled with a continuing plan for future at
tempts characterized a high-risk adoles
cent. Thus far, Tishler's findings show no
significant difference in the degree of de
pression among low, medium and high-risk
attempters.
Tishler suggests parents, guardians,
teachers, and others who observe teen
agers should be aware of an adolescent's
unspoken cry for help. ·For example,
parents should be concerned if their child
craves social isolation and communicates
infreqently. Teachers should be aware of
changes in students, such as decreased mo- ·
tivation, declining grades, sleeping in clas,
and nervous habits. Tishler says that an
other problem area arises because adults
don't always value the same things children
do. Consequently, adolescents often feel
misunderstood.

E.S.S.A. BlJSINESS

continuedfrom, 'f)Q,{le 1
share in the cost of funding their event.
The Senior affairs committee has
proposed a senior affairs graduation party.
The event would be held at La Mouche and
will feature an open bar and hot and cold
buffet. The total original price was es
timated at 42 dollars per person. With
funding from the Day session Government,
minus additional gratuities, a second figure
of 28 dollars per person was reached. It
was figured that each additional subsidy of
$500 would lessen the ticket price by one
dollar and that a target sum of$1500 would
decrease the price from 25 to 28 dollars. A
motion not to fund the event was passed,
with the provision that there might be fu
ture consideration granted.
All six evening organizations have ag
reed to co-sponsor a joint evening disco
affair at Club New York New York on Sun
day evening April 12. The Event will be

free to all evening students. The E.S.S.A.
awarded $500 to help co-sponsor this
event.
There is going to be an Anti-war
mobilization march on May 3 at the Penta
gon and a r�presentative from the War
Mobilitation Committee addressed the as
sembly to seek Baruch's endorsement of its
platform. Their request for endorsement
was denied because it was felt that the
E.S.S. A. did not have the proper authority
to speak for the entire Baruch community
from a political platform.
The inactive participation of Baruch
within the City University Student Senate
was discussed'as the student Senate's vice
president for Student affairs brought the
subject to the floor. Mr. Roger Burchard
defended Baruch's position by saying that
there was a communications gap between
Baructi and the Senate itself and that often,
. there were times when Baruch \"'.as not

informed of their meetings until one or two
days before. Due to the lateness of the
hour, this discussion was motioned to be
postponed until a later date with the ag
reed intention that future relations were to
be better than those of the past.
A mention was made as to the state of
the evening session newspaper, and an in
depth discussion ensued discussing the
problems that have affected the paper in
the past and still affect the· paper to this
date. After detailed discussion it was ag
reed upon by all present that the heads of
the evening session organizations would
take a more active part in promoting their
own interest in the newspaper, and that a
· more cohesive bond be established
between the newsapapers and that of the
constituents of the evening community'.
Two new members were welcomed to
the E.S.S.A ranks, Ms. Anna C. Swain and
Mr. Julian Aronowitz.
! � ., I , t 1 -. -'.'./ .,•
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Reporter Business Feature:

MANAG-EMENT BY OBJECTIVES

A CMBO p�ogram follows these . being used as opposed to the more par- gate superior-subordinate relationships,
guidelines. Objectives are set within the ticipative CMBO.
peer relationships and feedback. Responrealm of broader organizational goals, so
Four department stores were dents answered -15 or a. total of 25 survey .
that subordinates can see how their goals involved. in the study. The department questions on a seven point scale, ranging
fitinto achievement of overall company ob stores are large, publicly-owned firms, from strongly agree to strongly disagree
By Rebecca Thacker Baysinger and
jectives. The mutually agreed upon goals located in the South-western United (See Table 1.) The other 10 questions were
Richard W. Woodman
Management by objectives is probably are specific, given a time limit for ac States. Each store has a class of manage- either multiple choice, Yes or No, or open-.
the best known and most frequently utilized complishment, -have some basis for ment trainees, hired into a management ended.
of the techniques aesigned to facilitate the measurement and follow a definite action training program at various times of the Results and.Discussion
attainment of organizational goals by ob plan. Progress toward goal attainment is . year. As part of the initial training proc<!ss,
Objective-Setting. It is common, when
jective setting processes. Retail organiza monitored by appraisal sessions between the management trainees have the MBO dealing with management trainees, to set
tions often use MBO programs for training superior and subordinate, supplemented process explained to them. Within the con- individual goals within the realm of the
and developme.nt. The focus of this article by an atmosphere of contin�ous feedback.
text of the MBO program, an ii:idividual's person's ·functional unit, making no·
is the use ofMBO as a.training and develop
progress will be measured. Thus, it is .attempt to place these in organizational
Research seems to support the case. clearly understood that performance will perspective. The results of the survey sug
ment tool in retail department store man
agement trainiqg programs. ln order to for a great deal of subordinate participation be evaluated based on progress toward gested two possible problems in this area.
examine this issue,·42 trainees in' four in a successful MBO program. In addition, achievement of objectives.
'Fhe first problem area deals with the
separate department stores were surveyed there· is sound empirical support for the
The sequence of activities is as follows: response to this survey question: ''Did your
,
program.
initial
sta�ment of objectives include
regarding their training program. The re contention that MBO has a positive impact 1. Explanation of the MBO
·
sults of the survey have general applicabil on appraisal systems through increasing
specific time limitations for learning and
What is the purpose?
ity for managers attempting· to train the desire to be competitive by raising 2. How the MBO program will be used. mastering your new job? Twenty-seven of·
goals, thereby achieving· recognition and
personnel in the use of.MEO.
.Clarification of job duties and evalua- 42 respondents answered No. The second
"looking good" at the performance review.
problem area was brought up by 14 respontion of performance.
Without the key elements of mutual 3. Application to an individual's M
Introduction
· BO . dents who expre1;1sed some disagreement
It is necessary to distinguish between· objective-setting, frequent feedback, link
program. Jnitial . objective-setting with the statement "I was aware of the
traditional management by objectives and ing of individual objectives to organizaobjectives of my organization (for example,
session.
co_llaborative manag�ment by objectives, . tional goals and constructive appraisal ses ·Necessary elements for !l successful Cof.. increases in profits, decreases in costs,
as collaboratives management by sions, the goal-setting program quickly laborative MBO program include upper sales volume, employee turnover rates,
objectives_ (CMBO) is th�rocess being de falls into the tratlitional MBO description. management
support,
favorable etc.) when I was offered my present
scribed in the survey results, Many adap That is, the program becomes results viewpoints of one's superior and partici- position."
tations ofMBO programs are characterized oriented. Over the long run, the result is a pation in objective-setting.
These results have added meaning
by a lack of subordinate participation in the reward-punishment dichotomy. Trainees
A total of 42 retail management · when related to a question on the objective
goal-setting process. In addition, top man who do not meet personal goals tend to see trainees participated in the survey, comp- setting process. Sixteen respondents indi
agement makes the decisions about objec th.emselves as isolated individuals against leting the questionnaire at · their cated some disagreement with the state
tives and hands these decisions down the organization. By stressing common, workplace. The majority pf the trainees ment "I am satisfied with the objective
through managerial levels as a means of clearly defined goals within a CMBO had just completed college degrees when setting process." While it is not
providing overall direction . Infrequent system, trainees may be motivated to entering
the man;igement trainee possible to say that dissatisfaction with the
specified
objectives;
as program, In general,.ag�s ranged from the objective-setting process is caused by 1ac\{
feedback is' given regarding achievement achieve
· achievement will be a much more pleasur early to mid-twenties. Sixty-four IM;!rcent of awareness of organizational objectivesa
of objectives.
of the respondents were female and thirty- and a failure to set time parameters for
On the other hand, collaborative or able experience.
achievement, the possible causal relation·
six percent were male.
participative MBO is the term used to The Management Trainee Survey
Specifically, the questionrµure was ship certainly bears further investigation.
define · a managerial process whereby A survey questionnaire was formulated tn
At this point it is important to recog
superiors collaborate with subordinates in identify various components of MBO used concerned with the areas of performance
setting objectives. It is this process wliich in training and development in retail or appraisal, objective-setting and resultant nize that in the training process linking
was investigated by the management ganizatiol)S. The results will be used to de job satisfaction or dissatisfaction. In addi- personal goals to organizational goals is_of
co11ti1111ed 011 page 7
termine whether or not traditional MBO is tion, questions were designed to investitrainee survey.
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s eem to be warra ntedfor manager trainees
in terms of both individual an d group goals.
The first step would be a private consultat ion betw een each ma nager and his or her
superior. Emphas is would be placed on as-.
sessing performance in relation to the individual's department. Constructive criticism would be offered and praise for
a chievem ent would be given by the
superior.
By itself, an individual appraisal is not
e nough. A group appraisal w ould be extrem ely beneficial. R esul ts of th e management trainee survey indicated th at 30 or 42
respondents discussed objecti ves only with
th eir imm ediate sup erior, upper levels of
management, or a member of the personnel
depart ment.

• stated that th ey rece ived feedback either Job Satisf��tio�
on ce a wee k, or once a month.
Necessary elements for a succ essful Col
Without the. key ·elements of mutual l aborative MBO program include upper
co7itinued. from p_q.6
objectivesetting,
frequent
m
a nagem ent support, · fa vora ble view
·
feedback,
t en overlooked. In ma ny cases this is not an
linking of individual objectives to po ints of one's superior, an d participation
intentional oversight. However, by cororganizatiohal goals and constructive in o bj ective-setting. If these characterist
recting th e oversight a trainee will be able
appraisal sessions, the goal-setting prog- ics are _ �esent, it is more likely that a
to see h ow his or he r objectives and ul tiquickly falls into the traditional superior will have satisfied trai nees. Th e
ram
m at ely, his or her-co ntribution, fit into orMBO m old.
survey add ressed these issues directly.
ganizational objectives.
It follows that if frequent fe edback inAno th er questio11 dealt with the indicreases -contact and communication beRespondents were asked to express
vidual's
o bjective-setting
process.
tw een superior an d su bordinate, better re the ir degr ee of agr eemen\ of disagreement
Train ees w ere asked ''With whom do you
l atio nships might result and the trai nees with th e statement "Upper management
interact· when setting your objectives?"
would h ave favo rable impressions of their (e.g. th e store ,n anager, the mercha ndise
R esponse
choices
included:
your
immediate- superio r. In fact, all but six manager) expresses strong interest in
immediate superior, your peers, upper
trainee s vie wed th eir immediate superior
whether or not I am achieving objectives."
levels of management, a m ember of the
as a counselor, friend, co-w ork er, boss, or · Only four of 42 trainees e xpressed disag� personnel department, no goals are set and
som e combination of these. Th e six who did reeme rit. The ne xt question dealt with the
othe rs. (This response ga ve respondents a
not fall into this category responded th at
train ee's fe elings about their immediate
space to fill in an answer if none of the given
In discussing this particular response they view ed their superior as a judge. The superior. In response to the queston "How
answers applied.) Twenty-two of 42 re- with so me of th e retail
tr:µnees and their word "boss" was not intended· to carry a do you vi ew your immediate superior?",
spondents stated that they interacted with supervisors, it appears
that retail trainees neg at ive connotatjon, in this case. only six respondents view ed their superior
th eir imm ediate superior, upper levels of
are rewarded for solving problems on an Conversely, a "judge" implies one who in a neg ative way, as- a judge.
manag�m ent and/or a mem ber of the individual- basis. Because train
ees are enforms an opinion and has the authority to
Wh en ask ed a question , about
perso nnel depar tm ent.
couraged to compete in thi/5 manner, it r ew_ard or punish based on that opinion.
participative objective-setting, onlyfour of
I n th e retail survey, few respondents seems that sharing th e spotlight before
the
If a subordinate views his or her 42 respondents stated that their supeior
indicated peer interaction with the ob- in dividual gets personal credit is
to deny superior only as a judge, a hostile relation- dictated objectives to them. Other respon
jective-setting process. A study 'in which the element of competition.
This is a possi- ship m ay result. H ow ever, subordinate an- dents were either th at th ey set their own
group o bjective-setting meetings were hie explanation for the response
objectives, or objective-setting . was a joint
tagonism can be reduced with realistic,
to the
shown to produce positive motivational ef- question regarding discussio
n of achieve clear-cut
acc ountability
for results process b.et}Veen the,w.ll,!ld their superior.
fects on salesperson's job attitudes seems -.m ent of objectives. Some retail
Keeping. these results in __mi n
achieved in frequent perform ance ev-aluaorganiza
_ d, it is not
to h ave particular rel e vance for managetions h ave a philosophy that competition is ,. ti on
se ttings,
thus
allowing
the surprising that only six respondents indi
----:
m ent trainees. It would seem that
cated disagreement ,with th e statement "I
trainees who participate in group obam satisfied with my jo b."
jective-setting sessions would better
-Key determinants of job satisfaction,
understand the inter-relation of various dei. e. upper management- suppo rt, an ability
partments and th e contribution that indito work with immediatae superior, partividu al
efforts
can
make
toward
cipative objective-setting and frequent
achievement of total organizational goals.
e
e
c
��:�� ��; ;;!���� ;;;s��: �;;,
However, informal- communication
the MBO -system used by these organica n accomplish the same pur pose. If a
I\IAr--:",r-..-,.
zations
sense of ''team spirit" is already present
.
ImpJications
f'or New Manager Trainees
within a retail store, individual achieveI n training new manages- to use CMBO, .
ments will be made known and a trainee
certain guidelines should be followed. The
will be encouraged to discuss achievem ent
training will be much more effective _with
with his or her peers through a very un·system atic feedback and reinforcement ,
structured process. On the oth er hand, in a
along ·with visible top �anagement comsto re where c:Jmpetition is encouraged, to
mitment.
th e e xt ent th at there is very little comSpecific applications of these princimunication about m ethods for individual
pies could include informal discussion of the
accomplishement, group appraisal, as sugprocess c onducted by superiors and other
gested by Levinson, can be used to foster
executive trainees who are familiar with
an attitu de of cooperative motivati on.
the process. To further enhance the trai nThe survey revealed anoth er possible
ing process; job ob jectives could be divided
probl em in th e area of objective-setting.
into categories. The first _cat egory could
Some trai nees, although not a majority of
include g!)als which are aimed at maintainth e re spondents, disa greed witli the state, ing a given l evel of performance, or simply
m ent "I h ave th e freedom to change my
getting the work done. The second categobjecfr,r es in light of external conditions L__________;_____________________, ory c
ould in clude goals which are aimed at
(e.g. a recession)." Even though- negative the best way to ensure success and many . subordinate to "own" the results of his or improving performance. Improvement obaffective responses w ere in the minority, firms are profitable with this philosophy.
h er performance.
jectives are expressed as relative changes
all trainees participating in a CMBO
This is not-to say, how ever, that group
The issue of equating rewards with over last period's objectives.
program should feel that existi_ng goals can appraisal s essions would not be extremely performance was a part of the survey. in
For example, an office manager's goal
be re-evaluated and c_h anged, if conditions
be
neficial fo r trainee s i n othe r industries.
r
espo nse to the question "Is your perfori n the first ca tegory c ould invol ve keeping a
·
A group appraisal would be an excellent m ance, with respec t to achievem ent of job- daily record of work-in-progress, meeting
warrant.
It is not unrealistic to build in a certain t ime to communicate organizational goals relat ed o bjectives, directly related to your deadlines and reducing delays. The goal
amount of flexibility in setting goals for and allow trainees to see not only th eir sal� (i.e. raises, boneuses,_ etc)?", 26 o! 42 m ight be to �t th e number of times o�ce
tram ees r espon� ed affirm atively. Tangi ble
each individual department. To illustrate contribution, but everyone else's as well.
staff _fall behind schedule, t�us reducmg
this point, it is not enough to say "Every- The .atmosphere in this type of problem- rewar?s fo� achievem�nt can led to a sense o�ert!IIle._An offic e manager 1s ofi:e� fac ed
body sh ould increase sales volume by 15 solving s ession w ould be informal, enof satISfact�on for a J
_ ob well done a�� a with special problems su�h as trammg re
percent this year." If this is an organiza- couraging questio ns and comments from sense ?f pnde _for this form of recogrut10� plac:m;.nts �?r. key cl_encal_ personnel a�
b y one s supe nors..
· "' "·
- cru<:1� pe ak tlIIl es (e.grhe_ad �ookkeepe1
t ional g oal for everyone, then ea ch tr:ainee subordinates and their peers, as well as
.
The problem, how ever, anses when dunng tax season)._ A� obJect1ve for t�e
should h ave personalized goals to work to- superiors. Solutions may th en be found to
_
_
year c ould be to redistnbute the work flo N
a
s
e
m
o
ec
b
\Yards
e
r
financial
th e l ack of
_problems which are common to many.
ward al
For example, if a manager h as signific- punitive m easure. A pay raise,_ in and of s o th at s e�eral people can ta ke up t_he slack
If t1: trainee is given a chance to h ave ,
some input into setti ng goals, r esearch sup- antly reduced absenteeism by rewarding itself, often � ay not �otivate th e temporarily:
.
Mana�er _tr n:es h ve portunities
ports th e fact that potential benefits may attendanc e on a monthly basis, a group employee. Yet, if not tangible measures
�
�
. t romg by m
- ' e trainee will• feel a great deal of appraisal would be an excellent time to are given for achievement, the employee to b� crea�1ve _ m t ;rr go set_ ?
result. Th
ducmg o bJ ee t1ves 1or achievmg better rem ay become diss atisfied
to other r_na�gers
respo�ibility in seei1:� that this goal is met c ommunic�te _ th e I· d.
�
. In response to th� question, "I feel suits-. A personal goal could be enhancing
i
a nd will use any l egitunate method t_o ac- An �r garuzat10�-W1 e prob em i_s �v_ en
.
c ommunicatio n skills_, with regard to suberform anc e re arding achf evecomplish that goal. It will� much e'.181er to po ss�ble solut10_n and t?: mdJVJ dual that m
.
. o rdinates, so th at departmental goals.can
be e·valuated
. ment �/ obJectives
-justify bonuses or promoti ons or raJSes for receives appr?pnat e re�tiin. b
fa ly ,,
11
be effectively passed on in a manner that is
of 42 trainees expressed
only
" ir
A questi on_ r�gar g ee d ac k on
a "goal-achiever," Conversely, lack of
'
n or indifference The Jo ·cal not dem eaning to the subordinates.
d
1
d
�J e tive� od
achievem ent (a�d _an� corrective action) pe�orman
:�. o� e h; :� t�n!:� c���fu!!��s 1hat if the perfo�ance e�u. Som e trainees may find it h�lp�l to
lowm
can be m ore easilyJ�tified.
. atio n is h andled fairly, the link between assign relat_ ive weight� to the.ir ob� ect1ves.
a the y w:i.e ��t gt:en. feedba ck.
state J t:�
Perform ance Appraisal
.
.
.
.
will be less Under a tune constramt, the tramee can
Performance appraisal deserves special at- Of the -34 t�nees who di d receive com ensation and achievement
to his or her prioritized objectivP� a.�r:
trainees A feedback five said that fieedback occurr ed likety to be viewed as a means of refer
_
�nt.10n 'Wl"th� ... mal!_i!g���nt
.. r� IC � ,.,�� r < tw,•t I ... ,. f ! � ,3;- .... � f j��A-I,�f.::.+!,� .,--1. �,l ..l'' �p---tiniS�t!fi.-u-.-r....U.i.a-.�.....J;,t��"¥;,:.',�-'·�#"..<l•.-.-.,j_��""- _ _.l¥-'.3>�.!'-.,(-.�-··!
.... !-" . l\_ .....�-�fltt�Nt�t(Yl'l--p(l{Je
/,J
. .
L.
rgysteill '"· WOTI:fct ,eSS than OilCe a ffi0ntn anQ Lue remam er
' '' "co1iioi'r!-:t10Tl"
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BARUCH ART EXHIBIT

1 . Ghanain Girl-Abdul Rahman

2 Afro Desig-Dindga Mccannon

5 Man-Ademola Olugefolo
6 Ritual Series-1_:._9-Pat Davis

10 Lois-Art Coppedge

11 Temples Of The Sun-Anknaton and Nefertiti-JohnFlynn

7 TheFamily-i

·PORTER

or Black History Month
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Klamata-John Flynn

The 1981 theme for B.L.A.C.K. is "Leadership." We focused
our energies on presenting a high caliber event that would be
new and enlightening to the Bruch community: "African
American Art."
African American Art has been an instrumental vehicle in
expressing the consciousness of Black people's struggles, hap
piness, religious beliefs and philosophies. This event will ex
hibit both · historical and contemporary expressions.
B.L.A.C.K. would like to share with the Baruch community an
educational experience for which all have an opportunity to
participate, appreciate, review and understand.
-Michael Reeder, .Marcella Gerald

9

Meta Vision II-Abdul Rahman.

ola Olugebefola ·

8 Woman On A Cross-Dingda McCanna

�I Ritual Series-1.....9-Pat Daffi

13

In Silence She Learns Patience-Robin Holder
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Romare Bearden

Mr. Bearden is perhaps the best kno,,Jn o::int�Atricon
Amerioon artist olive. His \.\O'ks ore In major museums and �
portent COiiections ttvo..ighout the world.He isoschola. song.
....,.Jter ondauthor Of several imj:x)rtont bool(s.
THEAAT OF R<Jl',..,1.AAE SEAAOEN: 1Q70-1980 is Clinentty frCNeling to
mojofm.iseumsthroughOul the UnitedSlates.

Carol Blank

Carol Blonk was born' Jn Newark. Ne,.,,, Jerset !Jnd studied at the
.. NewJerseySchOolofFineondlno.i.striolArt.HerOCMll'IC8dshJct./
'NOS at lhe At!Students League ond BobBIOckbum's printmaking
� a:ibited extenslveiy. HerawordSond cxrrmissions in
clodeofelb.·NliptolheCurnmingtonCorrrnerciolSchoolotthe
Arts1978. Mu1ols l0<GteenpointHospital ondElmc:ote Center.Her
woclchosbeenpublishedln sev8falperlodicols.Hermostrecent
e,;hlbilion is ct the Allonto Gallery in Soho

==�7cn:�:,:=:eb=�

Art Coppedge

osor,t ol rhol01o 1Q30's.
Artwosbom JnBtoolclyn's8edf0fO-S
1
�
=
ona his pa!nlfogs e,,oke tho! toeHng.coppeoge paints rhe ciry.
capturing !he.humanity and Hfe seldom perce/Yed by the coo-

studied 01 BiooklynCollege. the81ook1yn Museum Art School
Piotr'sG1c,ph1C Art Cente<.and The Ari Students league.
He hos been exhibited rn gollerles and museums oc10M the US
The5elnclude thecnuseum ofModernArtond TheBrooklynMus
eum In New Volk. The SmithSonlon and The CorC01an GolJecy In
Washington D.C:::.. The High Museum oflvt inAtlonto. TheSog!now
Art Museum inSoginawMichlgol\ end theSonFronclscoMuseur:n
o(MocrernAtt.

Pat Davis

Pol is o pholog1ophic artist whose goal ls to hove photography
recogr;uzed end opp,eciol?(I os on ort IOl'rT\ Ms. Dovis'HOs born in
New Von<. She stuoied ot City College, Bfooklyn Museum School
of Fine Art end the New School faSociolResecm::h.He<work hes
been p.iblished In "Photography AMuor·, "freshtones: Women's
Anthology", MEnc:a8Magazine" a number or notlonol periodicals.
nEM-'SPJpetiOnd OSdeSigns fOt bookCOV81'S.HerworkhOsbeen
8><hit>ifed ol lhe Studio Museum in Hot1em. Weusl GollefY, New
Muse Community Museum ol B100klyn. Bedf0td Stuyvesant Res1
::��ll�=Efi=��:1 n�C���,;�
Peg AJstonGollery.

Fred Floyd

Fred'HOSborn in Pniladelphio. Pennsytvonio In 1945. His inl&est
ond octtvlty In pholog.,ophy began in 1969. He relOcotedtoNew
VOt1<oreofn 1970. M1.F10yd_sworkls ln theperrronentcollecilon

oltheMetropolllonMusevmandTheAmericonMu.seumotNaturd
History.He hOsstio,,,,n otAcls of ArtGallery andJomesVondea:ee
Institute. He Olso hOd one man shONS ot The Toon Hoven Cef\ter,
end The Some PIOceNlceGolletv In NewYon<.His most recent ex·
hibltlon 'NOS a memorium lo his potents at their residence In Ptiilo•
delphlo.

John Flynn

6am in &oaldyn Feoruo,y 5.1956,Jahn's urtmote gool is 1 0 teach
YoJnget' Children lhe arts olIr.ling ond the science of colOf.
Art instrucllon (ex JOM began al the age ol nine at lheBrooklyn
Museum Saturday ofterTl(X)n classes. He went on to attend High
. Schooloflvl&DesignwherehemojoredlnFoshionDeslgn.Upon
g,oduation In1974 hisportfollowos among the !OP In thesct-,oot
HeenfolledottheFoshlonlnstitufeatlechnologywherehestvcf'8d
IOt six years expanding his interest 10 Dance. Music& Creofive
Writing.He ispie!.enttyeruolledal lheSchoolofV�rlvls

Photos and Jay_outs by Michael Gaynor

Robin Holder

RobiniscigrOOUOte otHlghSchoolotMusicondM.Shewentonto
stvdywithlheArtSludentsleogue.MasterlsorooKawoiiondWel'lc
groep vif helAmslerdc:JtrlGtofischAlellef.Among hefowordsond
merits is Mortin Luther King Scholo!V\Jp, felbMhip tolheMoc
Oo...-enCok:fft,ondWOl'ks.selecledtor''SolondeHonol"'LosPenos
Gya Her inlernotionol g1oup sho...-s Include 'Women's tnlerort
Cenler. New Yak Cityr "Segundo Solon Noclooor': Casa de la
OJttura Cuenca, EcvodocMuseoMunicjpoJ: Guovoquit Eeuodor:
a

:����� =��o������:���:. ��
'Women's Expt8$Slons on Pope(': Stony Brooke University, LI.. N,Y.:

���°=:�=�rfi;�cc�:

�:s: ���n Exhibitions fnGavoclull fC\JOOO(onCI
H

Dlndgo McCannon

Dlr'dQO is o poln1or, mu10Hst. p,Lnrmolcer, ij1Wfrat0r. looc.hol ones
author,She hos lllwtroled S8Vefol books f01'VOUl">Qpoople.''Omor
Al Xmos'". "Soll theRoslif'orr, "Speolc TOtheWinds"'! ""Afrieon Pro1.'erbs"'. onct·chlldrenottheNlghr.She is theouthoroltwono.,els.
"Peoches'" and 'Wilhemeno Jones Future Stat'. She hes exhibited
lhro..rghOultheUnlledStolesf0<the1XJ;St16yeors.Shels olsoVIC8Pres!dent&Co-fo..rnder otWhereWeAtWomenMisls.ocofleciive
at Blade women oecflCOfed to ort end the convnunity.

Abdul Rahmari

�t��==bornln19J2ond hOslivedoridW01'kedmosltv
His Oflistic gift hos been EN"ldent since the oge at fh1ee, o� h�
W0l'k hos since developed ond maturedto the point thofheisnow
coruidered. b 'f his conlernpororles. o member at the vonguard
elile.ortistlcrevolullonlsls.

Ed Sherma_n

Ed Shermon·is o native New Yorker.M1. Sherman's photographs
ha,re oppeo1ed In BlACK PHOTOGRJlPHERS ANl'l.JAI. ond 010 a
IXlrf at the Harlem M Collectlon which Is hOused In the Harlem
State Office Building. Ed hOs exhlbitedWOfks inAfrlca.Eur()f:)8.
SouthAmerico.theConbbeonandextensNelylntheUniledSlales
He Is listed in WHO's WHO .AMONG BLACK AMERICANS, received
his Bochelo' in Fine Ms tramBrook.tynCollege.did photogtophlc
joumolism tor the U.S. Marines and studiedoctvonced pholo
graphyurderlisetteModellottheNewSchooflorSociolReseo,Ch.
Ed 'W'OS an official 1epresenlo!Ne end exhibitor In Loge», Nlgeflo
la the 2nd World Black and Afflcon Feslfvol alArts and Cuttu1e.
this exhibilJon ore from Mr.Shermon"s"'llnesondControsts

�O:.!�

Ademola Olugebefola

Aderrolo 'HOSbornIn SI. Thomas-US. Vrgin Islands.He began r,is
80..ICCtion ot the Fashion lnstiMe olTechnologyond thenot
lended the YOf\Jbo Acodemf olWest African Culture.He Is repr&
senl8!:1 in �0sWho lnAmericonAtt� ond seve,a101hef1mix:>r1ant
blog1opt11cot references. Ademolo hos exhibited In o l a rge num
ber ot one-mon end gro..rp shoNs since1964, Exhibits� t::,i;,en
held llvoughaur lhe major ci1ies of the UnitedStates. the Virgin
Islands. Europe, and Mica. His works 010moinlo1ned in a hOsl Of
�antcollectlons thOtlncludaTuesdayPubllcotlons,Johruon
Pubiishing Company. Northern Illinois Unlvefsity, tv1olcolm X UOi
versily, Notional COiiection of Guyana. NewYclfkSlaleCollecllon.
and Virgin Islands Council On The Ms.ornong others.
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Food
For
Thought
.By DHYANA ZIEGLER
"Sharing is the Symbol, the expression of
tenderness and concern"
!
(Author unknown)
These words express the author's inti
mate feeling for mankind and a wanting to
share of oneself.
Sharing is the symbol, and whenever a
person is able to 'share of themself, !
willingly, and express this feeling with
tenderness and concern, he or she is exer
cising a wonderful gift of nature.
Sharing has its play on every court and
sport in life, because people have to share
space in-order to live together as a nation.
It is true that sharing can be costly, but the
wanting to give �n also become a great
wealth.
"The goal of life ca,n not be to separate
a nation and humility can not be forgotton.
Everyday brings change and tomorrow is
not promised."
Meditate on these thoughts when you
have the desire to hold your head high and
ignore a fellow 'Classmate. And think, does
it cost anything to say hello!
The experiences of college will remain
in the mind forever and good memories of
...,.,......,,. aaJ"'8 oc sharing with friends. But the
desire to share should grow and exist
throughout life's journey because people
will always have to share something as long
as there's a world in existence.
Sharing is a natural, but the expres
sion of tenderness and concern may be an
art that has to be developed.
Try it! Baruch is a good testing
ground.

MAGAZINE COMPETITION SEEKS
JOURNALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS
A national publication has announced
it will award cash prizes of $400 to writers
and photographers whose original work on
the subject of human relationships contri
butes to a better understanding of family
and social life.
Open to matriculated students only,
the competition is designed to recqgnize
previously unpublished thought in the field
of adult interpersonal relations. According
to Nancy TeSelle, editor ofContact Hi.gh, a
new magazine devoted to creative relation
ships, "There is a need for serious consid
eration by a young and literate public if
relationships are going to meet the needs of
future generations. Right now, the divorce
rate is unparalleled in U.S. history. Tradi
tional role models have been rejected, and
there is a growing sense of alienation. Are
new values c_alled for, and, if so, what kind
of values? Should we return to more tradi
tional ways of relating and, if so, how?
What does the future hold for marriage and
child-raisi ng? We want to encourage col
lege students to address these questions."
Submission of essays under 2500
words in length and black and white photo
graphs no larger than 12 by 14 inches are
invited. Deadline for submissions is June 1,
1981 and winning entries will be published
in the September and October issues of
Contact High. A first prize of $100 will be
awarded the essay and photograph judged
most innovative and relevant. A second
prize of$50 and two third prizes of $25 each
will be awarded- runners up in each
category. Free subscriptions will also be
given the winners. Material will only be
retuned jf accompanied �Y a self-addressed
stamped envelope.
For additional information, contact
Nancy TeSelle, Editor,Contact Hi.gh, 600
Main Street, Box 500, Mendocino, Calif.
95460.

KOOL AND THE GANG HEADLINE
AT THE MARCH OF DIMES
WALKAMERICA
Join the biggest event on foot in New York,
the March of Dimes WalkAmerica '81 on
Sunday, April 26th beginning at 8:30 a.m._
in. Central Park. Thousands of New
Yorkers will lace up for the 30-kilometer
challenge to raise funds to fight against
birth defects.
Kool and the Gang, the dynamic group
riding high on their current No. 1 single
"Celebration," are WalkAmerica chairmen
and will join the Sunday celebration.
· W alkA.merica is part of a national walk
which occurs in more than 1,000 cities·and
towns across the nation, amassing a coast
to-coast carnival of fun and excitement to
demonstrate _support for birth defects
prevention.
At 8:30 a.m. FM 99WXLO, the official
WalkAmerica radio station and the March
of Dimes, will cheer you on as you parade
out of Central Park towards Battery Park
walking alongside the thousands of New
Yorkers who will create this wall-to-wall
jubile·e against birth defects.
Last year in New York more than
30,000 walkers registered and pledged
nearly $650,000 to support the March of
Dimes programs of research, education
·and medical services. This year promises to
be the biggest and most successful walk
ever.
a
is
must!
Pre-registration
Participants then obtain sponsors who
pledge money for each kilometer
completed. Walkers who submit their
pledges to the March of DiJnes on times a.re
eligible to win fantastic prizes, including a
trip to Acapulco, stereos, televisions and
more. The event will be held in rain or
shine.
To pre-register and for further inforcall
your
WalkAmerica
mation,
headquarters at 212-682-6430.
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AMERICAN WOMEN IN RADIO AND
TELEVISION SPONSOR SEMINAR
ON COMMUNJCATIONS CAREERS
FEATURED SPEAKER TO BE
CBS-TV NEWS CORRESPONDENT,
MARLENE SANDERS.
The New York City Chapter of Ameri
can Women in Radio and Television -will
present its eighth annual Career Seminar
on Friday, March 20, 1981, from 8:30 am to
4:30 pm, at the Biltmore Hotel, Madison
Ave at 43rd Street, New York City. At the
seminar, college students and faculty mem
bers will meet with top professionals in the
communications industry to discuss practi-:
cal preparation for jobs in radio, TV and
related fields.
The featured speaker at lunch will be .
Marlene Sanders, the CBS-TV correspon
dent who has had an outstanding career in
broadcast journalism. During the day, ex
ecutives from the networks, local stations,
national cable companies, public relations
firms and adveltising agencies will speak
ah9ut career opportunities in their fields.
As an added feature, students will have the
chance to speak with young professionals,
who have recently entered the industry,
who will relate their job-search
experiences. Also, a session on resume
writing and interview techniques will be
given..
The fee for the day-long seminar is $30
for students and $35 for faculty, which
includes
morning coffee and lunch. Please
·
make checks payable for AWRT/NYC, and
send to Ms. Suzanne Triolo, Mobil Oil
Corporation, 150 East 42nd Street, New
York City 10017. For additional informa
tion, call Ms. Triolo at (212) 883-6849.

JOIN REPORTER!

The deadline for the next issue of th� Reporter
is March 16, 1981. All Layouts will he done on Friday March 20
in Room 302 of the Student Center From 5:30

9:00 pm.

All copy Submitted must he neatly type�, double sp�ce, and �ave
1 inch margins on .either side.
All students are welcome to
attend-bring your� pencils
and rulers.
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Student Art
Maria Tegerides
Lower Junior
Maj :
Int
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PRELIMINARY PROCEDCURES FOR
EVENING GRADUATE GOVERNMENT
· ELECTIONiNFO-RMATION (SUBJECT TO
STUDENT-ELECTION REVIEW COMMITTEE
APPROVAL)
ELECTIONS FOR.EVENING AND
GRADUATE GOV�RNMENT WILL TAKE
PLACE ON TUESDAY, MAY 5th, AND
- WEDNESDAY,
MAY 6th, AT. 5:00 TO 9:30 P.M.
- , DECLARATION OF CANDIDACY FORMS
CAN.BE P.ICKED UP_AT THE ·oFFICE OF THE
DIRECTOR OF EVENING AND GRADUATE
SERVICES.
DEADLI-N-E FOR FILING THE
DECLARATION OF CANDIDA.CY FORMS IS
MONDAY, MARCH 30th, 1981, 8:00 P.M.
POSITIONS .Evening Session Student Government:
. (10) Assembly Representatives-elected at large
{5) Members of the Publications Association
(1) Senator
· (2) Members of the Student/Faculty Discipline Committee
(1) .Member of the Board· of Directors of the . Bernard M. Baruch College ·
Association, Inc.
(1� Member of the Communications Board
(1) Member of the Auxiliary Service·s Board
(l) Member of the Student Center Board.·
. GRADUATE DIVISION
- _ STUDENT GOVERNMENT:
-

-

(9) Assembly memebers-elected at large
(1) Senator
_
(2) Members of the Student/Faculty Discipline· . Committee
(1) Member of the Board of Directors of the Bernard ·M. Baruch College
·
·
·
· ·
Association, Inc. _
(1) Member of the Communications Board
(1) Member of the Auxiliary Services Board
(1) Member of the Student Center Board

---- ------····--------------- --- - - -

------------- ------ ---- ----- ·- -

- - -1- ------ --- --------------------------------- ----- -------- ---- - --- ---- - --- - - - • - '
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Management
co11ti11uedfro111 pg. l

allocate his or her time accordingly. A
trainee's objective may look like the follow
ing example:
Objective
Relative
1. Reducing
Weight
overtime
40
by 50 percent
2. Redistribution
35
of work flow
3. Enhancing
25
communi
cation skills
Conclusion
Based on the survey results, some
general applications of Collaborative Mans
agement by Objectives for management
trainees can be suggested. During the in
terviewing process, specific requirements
for the job should be explained to the in. terviewee. The applicant will then know
exactly what is expected of him or her if the
position is accepted. Time qbjectives
should be established for "learning the
ropes," as it is difficult to produce immedi
ately without proper orientation. Training
should stress interpersonal communication
skills as a mean of effectively dealing with
subordinates, peers, superiors, customers,
etc.
In addition, the survey results were
useful in pointing out potential problem
areas with the MBO process. Problems
seemed tp show up in the areas offlexibility
in changing existing goals, awareness of
individual goals in relation to organiza
tional goals and possibly in peer interaction
when setting objectives and reviewing
performance.
These are not easily· defined areas.
Thus, it- is understandable that they get
overlooked in the training process. How
ever, these are not insurmountable prob
lems, in fact, the problem may be a
lack of awareness on the part of manage
ment: Increased recognition can lead to
easily defined solutions.
In general, survey results support the
following guidelines for training manage
rial personnel by means of a CMBO system;
1. Participation by the trainee in the
objective-setting process.
2. Frequent feedback as to accomplish
ment of objectives.
3. Modification of existing objectives
when necessary.
4. Combination apparaisal sessions, de
pending upon organizational atmosa
phere.
5. Visible top management support.
If these guidelines are followed, it is
likely that a Collaborative Management by
Objectives by program can be an effective
tool for training and development.

FUN-DA-MENTALS
Adopt a word a day and broaden what you say. Here are some fun exercises:
Can YO\! match column I .with the appropriate synonym in column II?
COLUMN I

COLUMN II

1. PROPITIOUS

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

2. LAUDABLE
CAPRICIOUS
4.

LUCRATIVE

5. MAGNANIMOUS

PROFITABLE
WHIMSICAL
UNSELFISH
PRAISEWORTHY
FAVORABLE

0 ·g
V ·v

a ·s

a ·z
3: ·1
I NWfl'IOO
f:a)l
O+
U.IAuouf:s
:'*lp.xaxa

·
Now re-arrange the bold letters and complete the sentence below:
-_-__
------;_
SET
SHOULD
S
STUDENT
BARUCH
,
TO ACHIE\lE SUCCESS
'°
"S'IVOD ::n.LSI'1V3:H J.3:S Q'IflOHS &1�3:QflJ,S HOflHVa ·�s3:0::ms 3:A:3:IHOV OJ.
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STU-DENT 'CROSSWORD PUZZLE
by Flora N. Dan.iels

"-

ATI.ANTA SCREAMS
By Dhyana Ziegler

So many children have died,
when will it stop?
The city� day and night,
while a freak or freaks,
wait their chance.to seek out desire,
wrapped in a cloak ofinnocence.

My Babies, Our.Babies
Atlanta Scream§
Puzzle by Flora N.' 1Janiels
· Down

1.
4.
9.
12.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
i9.
20.

Utter
Cut off
l;,id
War god
Having life
,Invisible
breath
�o sketch
Welt�d
Unruly chiid
Sins
Number

22.
24.
21'.
28.
30.
32.

Myself
Heavenly boay
Scare word
Danger
You & Me
Feel. iU

21.

33.

Emitted

Chi Mi.nh -

3�. -To report

receipt of'

35.

'l'uberculosis

(Abbrev.)
38. E:Xist
37. ' In reference to
(Abbrev,)
38. Periods
41. Standing Room
Only (abbrev.)
43. Knocks·
45, 3rd Person (;ing.)
47. Range
50. Tree type
53.. Church' pert
56, Tablet
57. Detest
The Man
59.
�usial
61. False god

�2.
63.

64.
65.
66.

Excit,e
Container

Recellt

Currency

Wager

Unhappy
29. Butterfiles
To checl<;
31. Cry
32, Alabama (Abbrev,).
365 days
33. She.
Viewed
Make happy
39, To live in a
place
Disgusting
40. Titanium (Abbrev.)
Level
· 42. Upon
8. Color
·44. Make glad
9. Rotate
46. Social ban
10. Speaker
11. Tap
·48. Farm tool
49. Total
13. South West
Region (abbre) 51. Avoid
52. Socks
15 .. Honest
22. Mother
54. Public Service
Commission (Abbre.)
23. Leave
24. Form
55. Knife -wound
25. UndeI'sized
56. To bold in position
2.
3.
4.
5,
6.
7,

26.
27,
28.

Animal.s
Coffl.n stands

57.
58.

Iliad author

-60.

Riper

:

But why Lord, murder thebabies.
the Martin Luther Kings and
the Malcolms,
killing the young leaders �ftofnorrow?
What could this message or meaning be
to explain the desire ofanother human soul
to kill innocent children? ·Is this the end of the world or a sign
from God
concerning the mental state.ofma�nd?
Anqther Child, My God Help Us
Atlanta Scr,eams

Upper 1.1.mb
Ice1and Cap1.ta1

{Abbrev.)
Meshed fabric

Jewish Youth- Movement

• Jewish• Youth Movement
� • Jewish Council.

• Hillel
Preser:-ts a Pre-Purim Party

Tuesday March 17th, 1-981

Globus Lounge 300 PAS 4:30-7:30 p.m.
Lots of food and Hve music. Bring all your friends.

